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A

new twist on a classic style. This is how we describe our new Choice
Select® line. Built with the same quality construction process that
you would expect from Choice Cabinet, our Select line reflects today’s
modern trends. Use Fremont to create a clean, white space. Design a
contemporary look with Graphite. Go dark and dynamic with Porter. Be
truly innovative and use a combination of all three colors to create a
custom look that will showcase your unique style.
The Choice Select® line incorporates a soft inner profile to our popular
Shaker door style. The cabinets are built using mortis and tenon
construction with soft close hinges and glides. Quality and dependability
are two features of Choice Select®.
Our Choice Select® line is perfect for those who are:
• Homeowners
Great for:
• Kitchens 			
• Laundry rooms 		

• Baths
• Great rooms
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OUR CERTIFICATIONS

KCMA

®

(Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association)

CERTIFICATION
All of Choice Cabinet door styles are certified by the KCMA and comply with the
requirements of NSI/KCMA A161.1. A cabinet that bears the KCMA certification seal
is recognized in the industry as a quality product capable of withstanding a battery of
rigorous testing, simulating years of typical household use.

CARB2

CERTIFICATION
Choice Cabinet is proud to be a CARB2 Certified kitchen cabinet manufacturer. Our
cabinets comply with the rules and regulations of composite wood products
established by the California Code of Regulations, nationally implemented by the
EPA in 2016.
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CHOICE CABINET

FREMONT

By marrying the best qualities of two distinct door profiles, we have created a simple yet softer
version of our popular Shaker silhouette. The sparkling white hue combined with the small
beveled inner profile gives this cabinet a fresh, vibrant look. It is the perfect choice for a traditional,
transitional, or modern designs.

DOOR STYLE FEATURES
• Full overlay
• Solid wood mortis and tenon stile and rail
• 5-piece drawer front
• Painted MDF center panels
• Painted white
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GRAPHITE

Enjoy the beauty of natural wood grain in our newest Choice Cabinet color – Graphite. With soft gray
tones and hints of warm brown hues, this new Select door profile exudes a modern look that is beautiful
and functional. On the cutting edge of design, this versatile, modern style can be incorporated into a
multitude of design categories from the contemporary to the traditional.

DOOR STYLE FEATURES
• Standard overlay
• Solid wood mortis and tenon stile and rail
• Slab drawer front
• Veneered MDF center panels
• Stained gray
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CHOICE CABINET

MIX AND MATCH
Do you want to create a dynamic visual centerpiece or divide your space without building
walls? By mixing and matching our Choice Select® cabinetry, you can do just that. Mix a
Graphite island with Fremont wall cabinets. Match a Graphite bar with a Fremont kitchen.
The combinations are endless.
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CHOICE SELECT® FEATURES
Each of our cabinets is hand assembled and built with quality materials that are
guaranteed to stand the test of time. Since functionality and convenience are two
important aspects of kitchen cabinetry, we design our cabinets with you in mind.

6-way adjustable, concealed hinges
with integrated soft close

Full extension, undermount drawer
glides with integrated soft close

1/2” plywood drawer with
3/8” plywood drawer bottom*

1/2” thick half depth,
fully adjustable shelves*
(*) See “Cabinet Construction” for more details.
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CHOICE CABINET

1/2” thick natural finish furniture
grade plywood end panels

Pocket-screw joinery
construction method

3/4” thick solid
wood corner braces

Dovetail joinery drawer box
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DECORATIVE HARDWARE

Often considered the “jewelry” on your cabinets, hardware can complete the look
and functionality of your design. We offer a variety of knobs, pulls, and handles that
complement each of our door styles. Let us help you select the right hardware to
complete your design plan.

PULLS

Black Bar Pull

Gunmetal Bar Pull

Stainless Bar Pull

Black Long
Bow Pull

Black Tapered
Bow Pull

Brushed Polished
Nickel Long Pull

Black Flat Bow
Short Pull

Black Flat Bow
Long Pull

Brushed Polished
Nickel Plain Pull

Oil Rubbed Bronze
Plain Pull

Brushed Polished
Nickel Pull

Verona Bronze Pull

Weathered Nickel Pull
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CHOICE CABINET

KNOBS

Black Football Knob

Brushed Polished
Nickel Football Knob

Verona Bronze
Football Knob

Brushed Polished
Nickel Plain Knob

Verona Bronze
Plain Knob

Weathered Nickel
Plain Knob

Brushed Polished
Nickel 1-Step Knob

Verona Bronze
1-Step Knob

Weathered Nickel
1-Step Knob

Brushed Polished
Nickel 3-Step Knob

Oil Rubbed Bronze
3-Step Knob

Weathered Nickel
3-Step Knob
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CHOICE SELECT® CONSTRUCTION
We take pride in the quality construction and custom features that you will find in our
cabinetry. Built from the finest materials and hand assembled, Choice Cabinet cabinets
are the perfect blend of strength and beauty. No matter where you use them in your
home, we know that your cabinetry will stand the test of time.
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1 • INTERIOR
Natural wood interior
2 • FACE FRAME
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3/4" solid hardwood face frame
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3 • END PANELS
1/2" veneered plywood end panels
with natural finish
4 • FLOOR AND CEILING PANELS
1/2" veneered plywood, captured floor and
ceiling panel with natural finish
5 • BACK PANEL*
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Framed back panel with
plywood backing
6 • SHELVES
1/2" veneered plywood, half
depth, adjustable shelving
7 • SHELF SUPPORTS
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Metal shelf supports
8 • DOOR AND DRAWER FRONTS
Full overlay, solid hardwood stile and rail
with wood veneered MDF center panel
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9 • HINGES
6-way adjustable, concealed hinges
with integrated soft close
10 • CORNER BRACES
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3/4" solid wood corner braces
11 • DRAWER GLIDES
Full extension, undermount
drawer glides with soft close
(rated for 100 lbs.)
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12 • DRAWER BOX
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1/2” finger jointed hardwood,
dovetail drawer with 3/8”
veneered plywood drawer bottom
13 • TOE KICK
4 1/2" high and 1/2" thick veneered
plywood, unfinished toe kick

2
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(*) Temporary variance may occur in back panel construction.

CHOICE CABINET

LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY

I. Description of Warranty

This warranty applies only to the original purchaser for as long as he/she lives in his/her home, and it is not
transferrable. From the date of initial purchase, Choice Cabinet offers purchaser a Lifetime Limited Warranty on all of
its cabinetry. All drawers, shelves, roll out trays, and mechanical components are covered under the warranty as well.
In the event that any Choice Cabinet product fails during the course of normal use, Choice Cabinet, at its discretion,
will either repair or replace the defective product.
Whether the installation of the cabinetry was performed by a contractor, a Choice Cabinet authorized dealer, or you;
any expenses involved in the shipping, removal, installation, or consequent damage of the defective product is not
covered under this warranty. Additionally, this warranty does not apply to products installed in mobile homes or
recreational vehicles.

II. Intended Use of Product

To be covered by this warranty, the product must be used only for its intended purpose(s). Cabinets that have
been improperly stored, installed, misused, modified, mishandled, and/or subject to excessive moisture or extreme
temperature and humidity levels are not covered under this warranty. In addition, any damage caused by smoking or
environmental/chemical effects is also not covered under this warranty.

III. Anticipated Variance in Product

The Choice Cabinet warranty only applies to product defects and does not apply to properties of natural wood that
are inherent in natural wood species. Anytime you have a natural wood product, occurrences such as pinholes,
knots, and variances in color or grain are normal and are not covered under this warranty.
Because half of the weight of freshly cut wood is water, its natural properties are such that they can react to climate
and/or humidity changes in your home. Choice Cabinet doors and face frames are manufactured from solid wood
that has been carefully kiln-dried, retaining just enough moisture for proper construction and finishing. These
hardwoods continue to react to their surroundings long after the manufacturing process has been completed.
When wood cabinet doors are in a warm, moist environment (high humidity), the wood expands. In a dry, colder
environment (low humidity), the wood will contract. Even with humidity regulation, this phenomenon can be
controlled, but it can never be completely eliminated.
Door panels may also be prone to this minor expansion and contraction as seasonal temperature and humidity
changes occur in your home. The contraction (shrinkage) of the center door panel during periods of low humidity
may result in the appearance of an unfinished line along the edge of the center panel. Choice Cabinet does not
consider the appearance of this line a defect and will not replace doors due to this situation. Touch-up markers are
made available to cover this. The installation of a humidity control system is recommended to reduce the possibility
of expansion and contraction in wood products.
All Choice Cabinet doors are manufactured in moisture-controlled environments under precise specifications.
Although slight door warping can be common in one or two doors within a newly installed kitchen, any door that
has not been through a complete heating and cooling cycle has the possibility of warping. Slight warpage can be
eliminated through hinge adjustments. Any warping that continues to occur should be further examined by removing
the door from the cabinet and placing it on a flat surface. Hinge spacers are available through your authorized
Choice Cabinet dealer in cases where the warping cannot be eliminated through hinge adjustments. If warping
cannot be eliminated through hinge adjustments or the use of hinge spacers, and if the doors have been through a
complete heating and cooling cycle, and if all of the cabinets are true and plumb, then Choice Cabinet will
consider replacement.
As mentioned above, normal movement in wood products is typical. In addition to issues listed above, climate
conditions can cause finish breaks, recesses, joint and panel lines. An open joint line is not considered a defect and
is not covered under this warranty.
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LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY

IV. Product Repair or Replacement

Throughout the duration of the warranty period, Choice Cabinet’s sole obligation is to repair or replace any defective
product for no charge. This warranty only applies to cabinets and affiliated products sold by Choice Cabinet offered
through an authorized Choice Cabinet dealer. In the event that a claim is filed after the original product has been
discontinued or cancelled, Choice Cabinet will honor the warranty, at their discretion, subject to the availability of the
product, by either:
• Repairing or replacing the defective product with a new product of the same style
OR
• Repairing or replacing the defective product with a product of equal value and complementary style in order
to maintain the appearance of the original cabinetry purchase.
An exact match between the finish of the original purchased product and the replacement or repaired product is
not guaranteed.

V. Rights of Consumer

There are no other warranties, disclosed or indicated, associated with this product. This document serves as a
description of the consumer’s definitive legal rights within the transaction and is the exclusive warranty of Choice
Cabinet. The exclusion or partial limitation of contingent or substantial damages is not permissible in some states.
The consumer may also have further rights from state-to-state which are not cited in this warranty.

VI. Submission of a Claim
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All claims must be submitted to the authorized Choice Cabinet dealer where the cabinets were originally purchased.
Claims are to be submitted in writing. Every claim must include a dated copy of the original sales receipt as a proof of
purchase. Unless and until the product is specifically requested by the Choice Cabinet claims department, please do
not send the defective item(s).
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CHOICE CABINET

ONLINE SUPPORT

The Choice Cabinet website contains a wealth of information about our complete line
of products. You will find galleries of finished projects, door styles, and accessories. Be
sure to check out our Learning Center and the easy-to-use Plan Your Space feature.
Visit choicecabinet.com to see the tools we have available so that you can be confident
in your decision making process.

choicecabinet.com
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Connect with Choice Cabinet!

Your Choice Cabinet Dealer

In maintaining our policy of continuous product improvement, Choice Cabinet reserves
the right to change design and material specifications as required and without notice.
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